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THE GEO AWARDS 2014

Dear GEO Members and Honored Guests,
Welcome to Miami and the 2014 GEO Awards. Each year, the GEO Awards recognize companies for excellence
in share plans by acknowledging achievements in Award categories designed to highlight excellence in areas
such as communications, technology, innovative or creative plan design, plan effectiveness, financial education,
video communications and creative solutions to some of our industry’s most challenging problems. In addition
to these award categories, GEO Award Judges may also select a company, organization, or individual that has
made an exceptional contribution towards promoting global employee share ownership or one who has strived
to achieve a seemingly unachievable goal to receive the prestigious Judges’ Award.
This year’s distinguished panel of four judges represents a cumulative 80 years’ experience in business and
employee share plans. Each panelist brings different experiences from within our industry to ensure that each
award submission is evaluated with consideration of all appropriate elements. We sincerely thank them for
their time.
The 2014 GEO Award winners were selected from a record number of applicants representing companies
headquartered in ten different countries, employing as few as 1,000 employees to more than 300,000 employees
and offering equity in as many as 190 countries. This year’s winners once again illustrate that, regardless of size
or budget, every company can excel in the design and administration of their employee share plans. While not
every applicant has been selected to receive an award, we are pleased to recognize the tremendous achievement
represented by all of this year’s submissions. We would like to thank all of the companies and their providers
and advisors for the time they took to prepare their submission and also for their willingness to share with us
the details of their accomplishments.
This year’s event required the help and support of many; however, we would like to take the time to specifically
recognize Fidelity Stock Plan Services. Without their generous support of this year’s GEO Awards, this event
would not have been possible. Lastly, we would like to thank all of our GEO members worldwide who continue
to support our organization with both financial resources and generous donations of time and energy.
We sincerely hope you enjoy your evening with us as you celebrate excellence in our industry with your colleagues,
peers and new friends. Additionally, all attendees should use this time to reflect on what achievements they
have made at their own companies as well as help us celebrate the excellence of those recognized here tonight.
We warmly congratulate this year’s winners and thank all of you who make major contributions to the lives of
employees around the world.

Welcome
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The Awards
Judges
The GEO Awards Judges selected each year are
amongst the best and brightest and are chosen based
upon demonstrated performance in their field. In
addition to meeting stringent criteria related to
expertise and achievements in their respective
fields, each Judge candidate must agree to dedicate
more than forty hours of their time to the awards
judging process. To minimize any conflict of interest
between a Judge’s prior work and involvement
with applicant companies, we choose Judges that
have little direct contact with the likely award
candidates. It is our policy that Judges remain
anonymous prior to the awards presentations to
ensure fairness and impartiality for all applicants
during the judging process.
The GEO Awards Judges meet in the early part of
each year to review all submitted GEO Award
applications and make their determinations for each
category and division. Judges consider each application separately, individually rank each application
and then review the entire applicant pool. Judges
only take into consideration the information submitted on the GEO Award application and supporting
documentation submitted with the application.
The GEO Awards Judges are asked to assess the
quality of all submitted applications for the various
categories and divisions and select a winner or
winners in each. Additionally, the Judges are asked
to consider an individual, organization, or company
for the Judges’ Award from both within and also
outside the pool of applicants.

The 2014 GEO Awards Judges
Chair of the Judges
Dennis Paalman
As Global Head of Compensation and Benefits, Dennis
Paalman, MSc, has additional
global responsibility for HR
Risk, HR Corporate Responsibility and the International
Dennis Paalman
Mobility Center at Royal
Ahold NV, a global player in the food retail industry
for over 125 years, with brands like Stop&Shop
and Giant Food Stores in the United States and
Albert Heijn in Europe. Royal Ahold is a company
with over 220 thousand employees worldwide and
around €32 billion in net sales.
Dennis designed Ahold’s long-term equity program,
Global Reward Opportunity (GRO), which won
the 2009 GEO Award for Best Plan Effectiveness.
Dennis was a judge for the 2010 GEO Awards and
has chaired the judges in 2011, 2012, 2013 and 2014.
Dennis is a member of the GEO Board of Directors
and the Executive Committee. Furthermore, he
established and chairs an association with the
executive compensation professionals of the AEX
top 15 companies in The Netherlands.
Prior to joining Ahold, Dennis was the Global Head
of Performance and Reward at ING Group and was
a senior consultant in the Executive Compensation
Practice at Towers Perrin in the UK and The
Netherlands. He started his career at IBM.

Peter Newhouse
Peter Newhouse is Unilever’s
Global Head of Reward and
a member of the Unilever HR
Leadership Executive Team.
Peter was previously a senior
executive at Ford in North
Peter Newhouse
America and Group Head of
Remuneration at Standard Chartered Bank in London.
After graduating with a Law degree, Peter started
his career in reward in 1980 when he joined the
American consulting company Organization
Resources Counselors Inc. (ORC). As well as developing the reward consultancy services of MM&K,
specialists in executive and incentive compensation,
Peter has also run his own Reward consulting
business, Peter Newhouse & Co.
James Stoudt
James rejoined GSK in 2009
and returned to Philadelphia.
Over succeeding years, he has
led global functions covering
Executive Compensation,
International Assignments
and Cross-Border Mobility,
James Stoudt
Domestic Relocation, Longterm Incentive Programmes & Services, Compensation Operations, Systems and Processes, with
teams exceeding 40 individuals located across five
continents. He is a member of the GEO Issuer
Advisory Board and also a Board Member of the
Permits Foundation, an independent, not-for-profit
organization campaigning globally to improve work
permit regulations for partners of expatriate staff.
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Jean Wong
Jean has been with Gilead for
three years and has responsibility for the administration of
the company’s global equity
plans offered across five
continents. Prior to joining
Gilead, she managed Global
Jean Wong
Stock Plan Services at Sun
Microsystems and was the M&A Equity Program
Manager at Cisco Systems. Jean’s prior career in
financial services cultivated her passion for
operational excellence and continuous process

improvement. During her tenure, Sun Microsystems
received GEO’s Best Use of Technology for a 20,000
to 75,000 employee company. In 2013, Gilead was the
proud recipient of GEO’s Most Creative Solutions
award for a 10,000 employee company. Jean holds
a MBA with a focus on accounting from George
Washington University in Washington, D.C., and is
a Certified Equity Professional (CEP). She serves
on the Certification Counsel of the Certified Equity
Professional Institute (CEPI), is an active member
of the Silicon Valley Chapter of NASPP and is a
frequent speaker at industry events.

Letter from the Chair of the Judges
With great pride, I welcome you to this year’s GEO Awards celebration. While the GEO Awards is an annually
recurring, and always exciting event, this year it is even more special as we celebrate the 15th anniversary of GEO.
Winning a GEO Award is an important accomplishment as it is a very prestigious prize. It is a true recognition of
excellence from colleagues and experts in the field. However, as a past winner of the ‘best plan effectiveness’ award
(Royal Ahold won that award in 2009) it took me at least a year to fully understand and appreciate the award.
After winning the award in 2009, I was asked to participate as a judge in 2010. Going through the submissions
and being part of the judges’ panel was really enlightening for me. I was impressed by the high standards of
the submissions, the variety of industry leading plans and solutions and last but not least, the sheer number of
submissions. Furthermore, I was impressed by the professionalism of the judges and the respect they had for all
submissions, whether submitted by large multinationals, or smaller niche players, all plans were carefully studied,
evaluated and considered on their merits.
Since 2010 I have had the privilege to participate as a GEO Awards judge, either as facilitator or as chair of the
judges and every year the panel represents a truly global and interesting mix of backgrounds. This year I was joined
by Peter Newhouse from Unilever, James Stoudt from GSK and Jean Wong from Gilead, all of them bringing to
the process their own views and preferences. This collection of different views resulted in lively discussions and
eventually, in solid conclusions and well defendable choices for this year’s award winning plans.
During the 2014 GEO Awards dinner, the award winners will be presented to you and I would like to ask all of
you to join me in congratulating them. The real winners, however, are all the employees worldwide who have
the ability to participate in high quality equity programs.
Dennis Paalman MSc
Chair of the Judges
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In addition to the standard award categories, the GEO Award Judges may award a company, organization, or
individual that has made an exceptional contribution towards promoting global employee share ownership or one
who has strived to achieve a seemingly unachievable goal, the Judges’ Award. Judges may select a company or
organization from the annual applicant pool; however, the Judges have the discretion to select any company,
organization, or individual they believe warrants this award. Nominations are not solicited for the Judges’ Award.
This award is to a company, organization, or individual that needs no application—a winner that is recognized
as a leader in the field. If the award winner is a company or organization, the Judges will evaluate the overall
impact that equity plan, or the promotion of equity plans, has had on its employees, shareholders, community,
and business environment. Individual awards are based on the individual contributions of that person to the
equity compensation profession over their lifetime.

The recipient of the 2014 GEO Judges’ Award is
Mary Ann Beyster

Mary Ann Beyster

Mary Ann is an active supporter of the Beyster Fellows, a program managed from Rutgers University. The Beyster fellowships are awarded to outstanding PhD candidates or
postdoctoral scholars in the areas of economics, history, management, business and labor
relations, law, philosophy, psychology, political science, public policy, and sociology—
studying employee ownership and related ideas such as profit sharing and broad-based
stock options in the corporation and society in the United States. The fellowships permit
the students to associate with several scholars engaged in this area of research at Rutgers
and receive mentoring and support.

She is also the Executive Producer of the award-winning film, “We the Owners” which follows the inspiring
stories of three US employee owned, entrepreneurial companies — New Belgium Brewery, Namaste Solar, and
DPR Construction — who make shared ownership and social impact a significant part of their strategy. Since
being released in December 2012, “We the Owners” has been screened at more than 75 universities worldwide,
selected and screened at leading academic symposia and business conferences, and officially selected by seven
film festivals. In 2013, it won the "Best Documentary Short" award at the California Independent Film Festival
and “Colorado Spotlight Feature Film” award at the Indie Spirit Film Festival. “We the Owners” was also selected
by Films for the Humanities, a renowned educational distribution company, and featured on IMDb, the most
popular and authoritative source for movie and TV productions. More information regarding that film is
available at www.wetheowners.com.
THE GEO AWARDS 2014
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Mary Ann has a Master’s degree in Management from Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) - Sloan
School of Management and a Bachelor of Science degree from California Polytechnic State University-San Luis
Obispo in Industrial and Systems Engineering. She previously worked at HP, SRI and CH2M Hill.
In addition to her work in employee ownership, she is an Executive Board Member for Rady School of
Management/UCSD and an Advisory Board Member for La Jolla Music Society.
Without her leadership and support (in time and financial support), the progress made in the field of employee
stock plan education and research would have been curbed years ago. The Judges are pleased to recognize the
work of Mary Ann Beyster.

Share plans help companies achieve their corporate mission and goals. This award category is designed to
highlight companies that have spent time and resources developing share plans that work well towards meeting
key corporate objectives. The criteria for this category are based on the assessment of plan participation and
other ways of involving employees in the successful operation of the company. An essential component of
assessing effectiveness is a clear statement of the goals of the plan in addition to a demonstrated measurement
technique to gauge progress in achieving those goals.

The first recipient of the
2014 Best Plan Effectiveness Award is

State Street Corporation
(Between 25,000 and 75,000 Employees)

State Street’s award winning plans grant restricted stock units annually to approximately 6,000 international
participants in 27 countries. The awards are part of a deferred bonus plan and a large part of participants’
compensation is made up of these share awards.
State Street knows that Plan Effectiveness is a careful balance between participant and plan sponsor needs.
From a participant perspective, effectiveness is measured by participant retention and participant satisfaction
10
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with the distribution of equity. In direct response to participant feedback and to help boost retention, State
Street modified their equity program over the course of the past two years moving to a quarterly vesting program.
This change would enable participants to receive a regular payout of their shares every three months over the
course of four years. In addition, to respond to internal business needs for plan effectiveness in the areas of forecasting and accounting, the company also moved from a six month grant acceptance period to a 60 day acceptance
period. In the first year following the change, State Street had a 99.9% acceptance rate, with only one person
choosing to forfeit their award. State Street’s plan participants say they are happy with the ability to have access
to their shares more frequently and regularly since so much of their compensation is tied to equity. This aspect
of the plan was deemed highly successful when virtually all participants accepted the grant before the deadline.
The Judges were impressed by the administrative coordination between State Street and the company’s plan
sponsor—focusing on participant communication around the reduced vesting period and implementation of a
60-day acceptance policy—successfully and effectively deploying these relatively complicated changes. Both
the participant driven vesting modification and the high grant acceptance rate are excellent indicators of high
plan effectiveness. The actions taken by State Street as well as the positive participant feedback have achieved
the company’s goals for retention and attraction of talent. GEO is pleased to recognize State Street as a winner
of the 2014 Best Plan Effectiveness Award.
State Street wishes to recognize Baker & McKenzie, EY, Fidelity Stock Plan Services and KPMG for their professional
contributions to this award winning share plan.

The second recipient of the
2014 Best Plan Effectiveness Award is
Amadeus IT Holding, S.A.
(Between 10,000 and 25,000 Employees)

Between 2005 and 2012, Amadeus operated two cash settled plans for employees in addition to their regular
annual cash bonus plans. In 2013, Amadeus implemented their Share Match Plan, a risky transition from a simple
“risk-free” cash model to a more complex share-based scheme in which employees would need to invest their
own money. Under the company’s new Share Match Plan, employees can contribute a fixed amount each
month for 12 months, deducted directly from a participants pay. A low minimum investment was purposefully
used in order to allow as many employees as possible to participate. Employees receive free shares at the end of
the purchase period as well as additional free shares at the end of a 12 month holding period. While supported
by many service providers through the process, this creative (and ultimately very effective) plan design was
developed directly by the Amadeus Group Reward team, based on market research and the team’s direct
knowledge of their employee needs.
With a goal to provide the Amadeus Share Match Plan to as many of the company’s employees as possible, the
Group Reward team launched into action, ultimately offering the plan to 85% of the company’s employees in
25 different countries. Using only one plan design model for all employees, the Amadeus team focused on
effectively servicing the company’s growing group of internationally mobile employees with this single plan
design. Faced with the monumental task of educating employees in multiple countries about the benefits of
share ownership, confronted with trade union resistance, turbulent economic times and the diversity attributable
to multiple languages, currencies and cultures, this team was not dissuaded.
THE GEO AWARDS 2014
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Relying on a well-developed plan, coordinated service providers and a highly effective communications
campaign, the Share Plan Match Program achieved success beyond all expectations. The company proudly
touts impressive statistics, such as an overall 57% global participation rate with 25% of participants contributing
the maximum monthly contribution and an average monthly investment of 68% of the investment range.
The Judges were impressed with Amadeus’ high energy submission. The Global Rewards team did an
excellent job demonstrating—through their submission—the effective process by which they designed, introduced and communicated their new Share Matching Plan, including linking the process objectives to clearly
stated goals. The submission provided the Judges insight into a positive and growth-oriented company culture,
which very effectively links growth opportunities to the employee owners. GEO is pleased to recognize
Amadeus as a winner of the 2014 Best Plan Effectiveness Award.
Amadeus wishes to recognize Computershare, KPMG and Simplicity Communications for their professional contributions
to this award winning share plan.

The best designed and communicated global share plans can be prohibitively expensive and time consuming if
not properly managed and operated. The use of paper/print confirmation, enrollment, account management
forms and communication materials inherently slows the implementation and management of these plans.
Corporate stock plan departments have thus found websites, intranets, and other electronic tools invaluable
and cost effective in managing, communicating, and administering international share plans. The Best Use of
Technology award is granted to companies that develop innovative, appropriate, and comprehensive technological solutions to share plan administration, communication, and internal project management.

The first recipient of the
2014 Best Use of Technology Award is

General Electric
(Over 125,000 Employees)

In an effort to overcome the challenges of global equity compliance for share plans offered in over 90 countries,
the GE Executive Compensation Administration Team developed a new Global Equity Billing Report & Payroll
Control Tool to bridge an important gap between plan administration and global payroll compliance.
12
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GE’s new tool introduces increased visibility and controls into their global equity program; it ensures that GE’s
multiple payrolls around the world timely complete necessary reporting and withholding procedures and allows
them to monitor global payroll compliance real-time; significantly enhancing their efforts to timely comply with all
global payroll obligations. Any variances are identified almost immediately and escalated for quick remediation.
The Global Equity Billing Report & Payroll Control Tool also significantly reduces the time required by tax and
internal audit to review global equity payroll compliance. It allows for real-time monitoring and corrections,
thus significantly reducing the need for manual audits and corrections. When a manual audit is necessary, the tool
has stored all compliance results for easy access and review by the audit teams, thereby significantly reducing
the bandwidth needed for data gathering and review. Furthermore, this new tool allows for comprehensive
global controls. Where audits and reviews in the past might have focused only on the largest countries, the
automated tool allows GE to monitor compliance in all of the more than 90 countries where equity is offered.
The Judges were impressed by the GE team’s efforts to overcome a universal plan administration challenge—
decentralized global payrolls—on such a broad scale and with such a sophisticated tool. The Judges liked that
the GE team not only recognized the importance of the issue, but also acknowledged the needs of the crossfunctional stakeholders, and subsequently developed an automated tool to help these same stakeholders overcome the challenge of global equity payroll compliance. This award-winning tool has undoubtedly enhanced
the speed of GE’s review process and increased the quality of the company’s overall corporate compliance. It
has also provided enhanced services to GE employees and reduced company costs, invariably reducing the
potential exposure to interest and penalties. GEO is pleased to recognize General Electric as a winner of the
2014 Best Use of Technology Award.

The second recipient of the
2014 Best Use of Technology Award is

Amazon.com Inc.
(Between 75,000 and 125,000 Employees)

Amazon’s culture embraces ownership. In fact, ownership is a core leadership principal in guiding each and every
Amazon employee. Delivering on this ownership approach to a broad employee population at Amazon, however,
comes with a unique set of challenges. To streamline processes and ultimately overcome these challenges, in
July 2012, the company set out on a multi-year, multi-phase project to design and roll-out an integrated equity
management system (“EMS”), which would manage the administration of broad-based and executive equity
compensation for all Amazonians worldwide.
The impact of the new equity management system is significant. EMS addressed key issues in the equity and
executive administration processes, allowing Amazon to be better prepared for future growth and regulatory
compliance. The implementation of EMS enhanced many existing processes, but more importantly, it provided
new benefits, such as eliminating manual processes related to mobility taxation, automating internal interfaces
with HR and Payroll systems, providing support for mobility tax calculations based on current job history data
and thus eliminating the need for most manual processing, automating the creation of US and international
payroll directives, allowing for the import of pay registers to support an online reconciliation by corporate
Payroll and Accounting and providing audit trail visibility to manual and automated data changes.
THE GEO AWARDS 2014
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This project has resulted in the creation of an internally made system that maximizes the effectiveness of Amazon’s
Stock Plan Administration. It is comprehensive, highly configurable, and automates standard administrative
functions related to employee and mobility taxation, and global payroll reporting and compliance.
The Judges were impressed by the commitment of time and resources by Amazon to this project together with
the comprehensive and innovative nature of the solution and diversity of processes EMS solves. GEO is pleased
to recognize Amazon as a winner of the 2014 Best Use of Technology Award.
Amazon wishes to recognize Aon Hewitt, Curtis Consulting Group, Inc., Glyph Translation Services, Kaye-Smith,
Morgan Stanley and SparkWorks for their professional contributions to this award winning share plan.

Share plans can be created to meet a multitude of corporate objectives which must be balanced with the legal,
regulatory, and tax issues, both in the headquarters country as well as in other jurisdictions. An equally important
challenge is to create a global plan that maintains the core corporate philosophy while adapting to local cultural
concerns. This award category allows applicants to demonstrate how creative they are in working around
potential stumbling blocks in developing and implementing global share plans. Measurements in this category
include how well the plan was creatively adapted to local tax and regulatory laws, innovative ways to increase
employee participation and excitement and how the plan differs from competitors or industry norms.

The first recipient of the 2014 Most Innovative
and Creative Plan Design Award is

Royal Dutch Shell plc
(Between 75,000 and 125,000 Employees)

Shell is a company committed to inspiring its employees to become shareholders, offering equity plans of various
forms to more than 70,000 employees in 80 countries. With objectives for its share plans focused on retention,
loyalty, and motivation of employees to become shareholders and thus sharing the company’s global success
through ownership, Shell’s newly developed Vested Share Account (“VSA”) was designed to enhance company
objectives and provide Shell employees with an easy alternative for holding Shell shares long-term.
14
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By making entry into the VSA a seamless process across all of Shell’s share plans, VSA is radically changing the
share ownership behavior of participants who live both inside and outside of the country where shares are
listed. VSA is free for employees and allows them to more easily hold vested shares, retain dividend and voting
rights, and continue their engagement as an employee shareholder. Prior to VSA, employees outside of countries
where Shell shares are traded, i.e., Europe, UK, USA, were far less likely to continue to hold post-vested shares,
sometimes simply due to the difficulty and complexity of opening a personal brokerage account, which can be
prohibited in a number of jurisdictions.
The Judges were impressed with Shell’s creativity and noted that Shell’s innovative VSA has taken plan
management “to a whole new level,” and in line with company objectives, has already increased share holdings
by 5% with further expectations for improvement in 2014. The Judges were also impressed by the company’s
investment of resources to develop the necessary technology for seamless access to this complex system as well
as their management of the regulatory due diligence that has made this creative plan design and the VSA
account available in more than 100 jurisdictions—all with the spirit of employee ownership in mind. GEO is
pleased to recognize Royal Dutch Shell as a winner of the 2014 Most Innovative and Creative Plan Design Award.
Shell wishes to recognize Computershare, Deloitte and Tapestry Compliance for their professional contributions to this
award winning share plan.

The second recipient of the 2014 Most Innovative
and Creative Plan Design Award is

Kinross Gold Corporation
(Under 10,000 Employees)

As a company, Kinross is dedicated to offering long-term incentive awards to its global employees, offering robust
plans with clearly defined objectives. In 2013, the company encountered a number of unexpected circumstances—
a decrease of 75% in their share price, a significant decline in the price of gold, which contributed to the need to
closely manage available cash, and challenges in employee perception of the company’s plans, and thus the
value of the plans as an effective retention tool. In response to these circumstances, as well as senior management’s
desire to demonstrate to shareholders their responsible and appropriate use of company shares in this age of
Say-on-Pay concerns, Kinross embarked on an exhaustive search to explore possible changes in their equity plans.
Forming a cross functional team to address this task, with the objective to be as creative as possible and “push
all limits,” Kinross embarked on this journey. The team was tasked with an order to consider every possible
alternative to reduce the number of newly-issued shares required to settle their share plans, without increasing
the cash requirements and without negatively impacting their global employee population. The solutions
implemented were creative indeed, and included offering Kinross employees several cash payout choices on
existing grants, the creation of a new phantom RSU plan for designated employees and a program allowing
employees to surrender select in-the-money options for cash or shares.
The Judges were impressed by Kinross’ approach to “thinking out of the box,” creating a plan design that met
their company needs within their current industry and economic constraints. The final plan design is creative—
it is the result of thorough review, analysis and projections by Kinross. The design also provides flexibility for
THE GEO AWARDS 2014
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adjustments without further plan changes, to meet future changes in their business and the market. GEO is
pleased to recognize Kinross as a winner of the 2014 Most Innovative and Creative Plan Design Award.
Kinross wishes to recognize KPMG, Meridian Compensation Partners, Osler, Hoskin & Harcourt and Solium for their
professional contributions to this award winning share plan.

An effective communication program is a key element to the success of any share plan program. Operating
share plans internationally present unique geographic, linguistic, and cultural challenges that complicate even
the best communication programs. This award category looks for the most effective and appropriate communication methods and materials used in plan communications regardless of where a plan is offered. Judges will
consider a company’s size and number of participants to whom the company must communicate with regarding
their share plans. Awards are not based on the amount of money spent on a communications program—rather
they are based on content, coherency, and style of the message delivered.

The first recipient of the
2014 Best Plan Communication Award is

Siemens
(Over 125,000 Employees)

Spurred by share plan participation challenges in some of the company’s regions outside the headquarters
country, the team at Siemens developed and deployed a sophisticated plan, their Equity Culture Enhancement
Project, to find out and prove if and how country-specific communication influences employee awareness
about, and participation in, their share plans.
Partnering with a university to ensure the study’s empirical research produced measurable and reliable results,
the headquarters’ team, accompanied by local experts, designed a project that used an approach common in
marketing communications for global brands: increase campaign effectiveness by developing a key message
and allow countries to use it in localized measures. With their overall objective of building awareness of
Siemens’ share plans always close at hand, localization of plan communications occurred with close collaboration
16
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between local representatives and the headquarters team, which allowed all to learn from each other and adjust
and adapt when necessary. The study found that in countries that developed their own communication
measures featuring local people, customs and language, awareness about and the participation rate in Siemens’
share plans increased. In contrast, countries that continued using corporate communication from Siemens
headquarters followed the negative trend in share plan awareness and participation.
Without a doubt, the most innovative part of the strategy was the one-of-a kind combination of local communication measures and empirical research about their effectiveness, something no other company had measured
before. Surveys of plan awareness before and after communication efforts yielded the team scientific evidence
of the measures’ effectiveness.
With its innovative equity culture enhancement communication strategy and empirical study, it is clear Siemens is
focused on creating a long-term culture of ownership that includes all employees across the globe. The Judges
recognize Siemens for their innovative and comprehensive project, which not only has served to drive organizationwide changes in communication practice within the Siemens, but is notable for its contribution to global
knowledge for the entire share plan industry. This unique study, the Judges believe, is rooted in empirical evidence
and thus provides insight into a deeper level of employee behavior and its relationship with value creation.
GEO is pleased to recognize Siemens as a winner of the 2014 Best in Plan Communications Award.
Siemens wishes to recognize University of Göttingen for their professional contributions to this award winning share plan.

The second recipient of the
2014 Best Plan Communication Award is

Rio Tinto
(Between 25,000 and 75,000 Employees)

In October 2012, Rio Tinto launched ”myShare” – a global employee share purchase plan aiming to make
employee share ownership available to all Rio Tinto employees, regardless of location and income. Launching
a matching share plan in 14 languages in 38 countries, including Australia, USA, Canada, France, China and
Namibia, was a significant challenge for the Rio team, who faced obstacles such as cultural differences, literacy,
and access to computers and the internet for the eligible employee base of over 56,000 employees.
In addition to addressing legal, tax and regulatory challenges for employees in challenging locations, such as
China, Australia, Canada and South Africa, with uncanny tenacity, this team ensured these hurdles did not
deter them from delivering their plan in all jurisdictions. Even while encumbered with the workload associated
with these challenges, this team placed the development of an award winning communications strategy at the
top of their priority list.
Best practices employed by the Rio Tinto team included the identification and training of local plan champions
and the use of focus groups to ensure the right plan communication materials were used for office and site
employees with varying degrees of literacy. Additionally, the team supported the development and rollout of a
new employee portal, and a wide variety of communications materials, including email, posters, videos, RioTintoTV programming, newsletters and a personalized information pack for every eligible employee.
THE GEO AWARDS 2014
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As a result of their efforts, the Rio Tinto team achieved their three year take-up target for myShare in just six months
and the plan touts an impressive 70% of participants saving the maximum amount allowed under the plan.
The Judges noted that a key theme of total “employee focus” and pride with employee ownership permeated
the rollout of Rio Tinto’s myShare plan. They were impressed with not only the speed in which the team
achieved their three-year take up, but also the quality of the communications program and believe it led to the
high percentage of employees investing the maximum amount allowed under the plan. With a very clear plan
in place to address significant global complexities to this rollout, it is clear this team allocated their resources to
meet these challenges effectively and kept its employees at the forefront of its plan design and communication.
GEO is pleased to recognize Rio Tinto as a winner of the 2014 Best in Plan Communications Award.
Rio Tinto wishes to recognize Computershare, Deloitte, Linklaters, Morgan Stanley and Stitch Communications for their
professional contributions to this award winning share plan.

The third recipient of the
2014 Best Plan Communication Award is

Pearson plc
(Between 10,000 and 25,000 Employees)

Pearson’s Worldwide Save for Shares Plan (the “Plan”) is a pillar for Pearson and the backbone of the employee
ownership philosophy that exists throughout the Pearson company. Having been offered every year since 1998
with a full 20% discount feature, this plan’s overriding objective is to give all employees a chance to own part of
their company regardless of how long they have been working, how much they earn or where they work. It is
also no surprise that there are no eligibility criteria for being able to join the plan; the employee only has to be
paid via a Pearson payroll. In 2012, the Plan was offered to 24,000 employees in over 90 countries with 235
locations and in over 15 languages.
With a formal launch of the Plan each year, this motivated team’s 2013 objectives included a focus on creating
standout communication that clearly explained the plans, and was distributed in a fashion that maximized all
possible communication paths. The ultimate goal for the group was to raise awareness so that employees could
make informed decisions regarding the plans.
The team wisely chose a simple, understandable message, centered on educating their employees on how to
maximize their Plan’s valuable 20% discount, as the theme of all their communications. Launching into their
2013 plan, they created easily understandable messaging directed at this theme using multiple media including
booklets, presentations, the company’s internal social platform, all employee emails from key influential
employees, internal coordinators, and template letters—to name a few. These documents were translated and
delivered in 15 different local languages and resulted in the creation of more than 160 different plan communication deliverables. Local Plan coordinators at the various Pearson locations were also instrumental in helping
with the distribution of this information and the education of the local employees. Additionally, new in 2013,
the company utilized some of their providers for support in areas such as email distribution and in the creation
of a locally accessible take-up tool to assist in monitoring worldwide success.
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The GEO Awards Judges were impressed that Pearson’s very clear, impactful intent was followed up with a
communication approach that was multi-faceted, with an eye-catching brand that translated over multiple
countries very well, and also included a very aesthetically pleasing website. The Judges noted that their
success is a very good example of taking established plan design and building a great communication plan
to successfully support it year after year. GEO is pleased to recognize Pearson as a winner of the 2014 Best
in Plan Communications Award.
Pearson wishes to recognize Equiniti, EY, Key Media, Merchant Cantos and RWS Group for their professional contributions to this award winning share plan.

There is an increasing awareness among companies that their responsibility to plan participants extends beyond
the implementation of a share plan. Providing adequate financial education to participants is seen as one of the
key features of successful global stock plans. The award for Best in Financial Education is granted to companies
who have implemented a financial education program that best meets the challenge of providing independent
and objective information to employees without infringing on compliance or other regulatory constraints.

The first recipient of the
2014 Best in Financial Education Award is

Baker Hughes
(Between 25,000 and 75,000 Employees)

Baker Hughes offers an employee stock purchase plan and long-term incentive plan to eligible employees and
is thus committed to providing the right combination of financial education in various formats to their employees.
However, the real struggle for all companies in their financial education campaigns is how to provide this
information in a compelling and interesting fashion. In the end, it is the creativity in which that education is
presented and the minimization of complexity of the content that helps differentiate success from failure. It is in
these areas that Baker Hughes excelled.
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Working as a team in cooperation with their providers, as one prong of a sophisticated approach to their overall
employee education program, Baker Hughes created a fresh, engaging ESPP video that is truly both educational
and entertaining. The team drove the creative work and utilized the whiteboard approach to communication
and education through video, resulting in a highly effective piece of "edutainment".
Baker Hughes recognized clear benefits associated with the launch of this video. The first indication is the
substantial increase in participation, which was well documented with the timing of the video delivery during
the middle of an enrollment period. The new video also presented an opportunity for existing participants to
review the plan and make sure they understood the structure and goals of the program as a whole. Enrollment
for the period was up 11% following the launch of the video. Baker Hughes has seen continued growth in ESPP
program knowledge—all from a video that was designed with fun and education in mind. Statistically speaking,
the usage alone has been impressive with 6,659 page views and an average 4:51 seconds page view, which is
highly telling—employees starting the video were clearly engaged for the duration.
The Judges noted that award winning financial education can easily come in many forms. Whether brochures,
pamphlets, presentations or videos, award winning financial education takes important, complex topics and
makes them relevant, understandable and above all, interesting to the participant. The Judges commend the
Baker Hughes video, which uses simplistic delivery to convey complex topics in a very entertaining way resulting
in truly award winning financial education. The growth in enrollment clearly supports the education campaign
and the length of time spent on the page viewing the video supports the employees’ interest. GEO is pleased to
recognize Baker Hughes as a winner of the 2014 Best in Financial Education Award.
Baker Hughes wishes to recognize Fidelity Stock Plan Services and TruScribe for their professional contributions to this
award winning share plan.

The second recipient of the
2014 Best in Financial Education Award is

Riverbed Technology, Inc.
(Under 10,000 Employees)

Riverbed Technology’s equity program consists of a qualified employee stock purchase plan and the issuance
of nonqualified stock options and restricted stock units to nearly 2,600 employees in 38 countries. The company’s
Employee Shareholder Services team makes it their mission to help employees maximize their equity and as
such, the company’s investments in them by helping employees become educated consumers. Dedication to
this lofty goal requires consistent attention and action.
The Company utilizes a variety of communication methods to educate, notify and engage employees to take action
on equity matters. Riverbed routinely communicates with equity plan participants via email, offers recorded
webcasts and provides on-site presentations. A collaborative effort between the equity and human resources
teams in 2013 led to a successful on-boarding, educational video tool. The equity component consists of three
videos: nonqualified stock options, employee stock purchase plan and restricted stock units, each providing an
overview of the program benefits and applicable next steps. The onboarding video for the company’s ESPP
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program is an impressive 13 minutes long, ensuring participants receive all required information in a single
location. Other program education efforts include notifications about expiring options, change in status statements,
outbound calling and CEO contact. Additionally, the company provides a total rewards online statement for
certain employees and emphasizes the total value an employee realizes working for Riverbed, including:
compensation (cash and equity), benefits and time-off with details readily accessible via the company intranet.
The value is presented real time using the prior month end data. Employees view only what they receive and
have the ability to model future values.
The value of an equity program is only as good as it is understood. The Judges were impressed with the extensive
measures taken by a company the size of Riverbed to educate their employees and their 79% participation rate
supports the effectiveness of their processes. These proactive measures—always continually going the extra
mile to assist employees in maximizing the value of their equity awards, demonstrate Riverbed’s commitment
to the financial literacy of their employees. GEO is pleased to recognize Riverbed Technology as a winner of the
2014 Best in Financial Education Award.
Riverbed wishes to recognize Charles Schwab and Co., Inc. for their professional contributions to this award winning
share plan.

In today’s global workforce, plan participants are almost never in the same location—much less the same country.
As such, audiovisual communications have emerged as one of the most effective ways to educate plan participants
who are located throughout the world. The immediacy and impact of in person interactions can never be replaced,
but with vast improvements in quality, availability and ease of use, and with the ability to interact and share
content in high definition, today’s video technology is as close to "being there" as one can get without actually
making a trip. This award category is designed to highlight companies that have spent time and energy
developing video technology as a way to educate participants about their share plans, and meet the needs of an
"on demand" global workforce. The GEO Award for Best Use of Video Communications is granted to companies
that use video technology specifically to increase communication effectiveness and reduce travel expenses
related to participant training while also communicating an educational message.
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The recipient of the 2014 Best Use of
Video Communications Award is

Rio Tinto
In October 2012, Rio Tinto launched ”myShare” – a global employee share purchase plan aiming to make
employee share ownership available to all Rio Tinto employees, regardless of location and income. Launching a
matching share plan in 14 languages in 38 countries, including Australia, USA, Canada, France, China and
Namibia, was a significant challenge for the Rio team, who faced obstacles such as cultural differences, literacy,
and access to computers and the internet for the eligible employee base of over 56,000 employees.
As part of the plan launch, this team placed the development of an award winning communications strategy at
the top of their priority list. Their comprehensive communications strategy and the notable use of multiple
channels to convey the Rio Tinto messaging were nothing less than remarkable. Particularly noteworthy
was Rio Tinto’s use of video throughout their process.
In order to build awareness and excitement for the upcoming plan launch, a video teaser and promotional
presentation slides were played on internal RioTintoTV and internal TV monitors throughout Rio’s offices.
This had a big impact on building anticipation around the plan, with the video becoming the fourth most
viewed of all time within Rio Tinto in just 30 days. The video was available in multiple languages and featured the actual enrollment guide so that participants would later recognize and identify it with the plan
collateral. This exciting introduction was followed by a video entitled “How myShare works” explaining
the plan, risks and terms in more detail. The script was tested in emerging countries to ensure its understandability. It was provided to participants, accompanied by numerous promotional and plan materials.
Lastly, these two videos were followed with a video from Rio Tinto’s CEO reinforcing the messaging
previously delivered.
The Judges were particularly impressed with these simple yet educational and effective videos, some of
which were created without the use of voices, which covered comprehensive and relatively complicated
topics with high energy, GEO is pleased to recognize Rio Tinto as a winner of the 2014 Best Use of Video
Communications Award.
Rio Tinto wishes to recognize Computershare, Deloitte, Linklaters, Morgan Stanley and Stitch Communications for
their professional contributions to this award winning share plan.
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Stock plan professionals regularly face challenges—whether a result of complex plan design or extension of a plan
internationally— in their share plans. This award allows applicants to demonstrate how creative they are in the
design and administration of their share plans while still maintaining a high level of service to plan participants.
The Most Creative Solution award is granted to companies who have implemented proven, effective, and innovative solutions that solve a company’s needs and reduce workload and scale processes. Awards in this category
are granted to companies who offer premier solutions to unique challenges and set new industry standards.

The first recipient of the
2014 Most Creative Solution Award is

Technicolor
(Between 10,000 and 25,000 Employees)

Following a challenging period of financial and operational restructuring, Technicolor launched “my technicolor shares”, the first employee free share plan under the Technicolor banner. The goals of the program were
clearly defined—Technicolor’s free share plan was a strategic program to thank employees and acknowledge
their contribution to the Group’s recent successes after difficult times, to restore their confidence in the company
and to encourage them to look forward to Technicolor’s future. Under this plan, 90% of all employees at locations
in 13 countries and three continents received a grant of 125 free shares per person.
From the very early stages of the project, it was clear that Technicolor’s guiding principles were simplicity and
effectiveness. With their objective of rewarding all employees for the recent company success, Technicolor created
a global plan that maintained their core corporate philosophy of equal treatment for all, while also limiting local
adaptations to those driven by cultural concerns due to tax, legal and social requirements. That clear strategy
from the start was well understood and accepted by the local teams, which helped maintain the corporate
philosophy and avoid unnecessary local adaptations that might have resulted in dilution of the message.
This team’s aggressive rollout strategy from inception to completion lasted an impressive four months and
included communications materials such as a personalized grant letter from the CEO, brochures, use of video
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technology, screen savers, public and private websites, posters and rollup banners, business cards, town hall
meetings, team meetings, and more. The success of “my technicolor shares” was the result of a global team
effort. From the start of the project through its completion, the company involved the local teams, took into
account their feedback and ensured they were fully involved in the process.
The Judges were impressed by Technicolor’s focused rollout of this plan on every front. Their excellence in all
areas made this plan a serious contender in multiple GEO awards categories; however, Technicolor’s distinctly
defined project, resulting plan design and subsequent rollout in all aspects directly support their objectives,
making this plan a clear winner in the most creative solution category. GEO is pleased to recognize Technicolor
as a winner of the 2014 Most Creative Solution Award.
Technicolor wishes to recognize CB Conseil, SEITOSEI, Shearman & Sterling and Société Générale Securities Services for
their professional contributions to this award winning share plan.

The second recipient of the
2014 Most Creative Solution Award is

Kofax Limited
(Under 10,000 Employees)

As a company with roots in the United Kingdom, Kofax was trading as a British Pound Sterling (“GBP”) stock
on the London Stock Exchange, offering GBP options to all employees despite the fact that the company’s headquarters and most of their employees were in the US. This made their stock plans less attractive to US-based
employees and investors, and bifurcated their corporate environment. To resolve this problem, Kofax creatively
developed a solution to provide a local experience for US shareholders and employees, while at the same time
preserving the local experience of their UK stockholders and employees. In order to accomplish this, it was
determined that Kofax needed to obtain dual listing with the NASDAQ market and the London Stock Exchange.
Overcoming obstacles, such as gaining shareholder approval of dual listing status, domiciling in Bermuda and
finalizing dual listing with the appropriate exchanges, the Kofax team was able to keep the goal of providing a
top tier experience to their employees in sight, never wavering from their objectives.
With all plans in order and their stock listed on both exchanges, the Kofax Stock plan now grants both GBP and
USD options. Both currencies display on the participant’s stock plan website with FMV in the currency of the
underlying grant. For US employees, when an option is exercised, both the GBP and US options are traded on
the NASDAQ market. UK employees trade their GBP options through the London Stock Exchange. Kofax and
the Bermuda registrar have access to self-service reports in order to provide top notch customer service no matter
where the employee is located.
Utilizing a global registrar and dual-listing approach, Kofax took its stock plan to the next level by providing a
cohesive experience to its global employee base. A true “local experience” coupled with the ability for employees
to receive equity compensation in their local currency encourages shareholder and employee participation, and
allows Kofax to create a unified global company environment.
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The Judges were truly impressed with the ingenuity of the Kofax plan and the dedication of the company to
provide a seamless experience to Kofax employees, wherever they are located. GEO is pleased to recognize
Kofax as a winner of the 2014 Most Creative Solution Award.
Kofax wishes to recognize Canaccord Genuity, Computershare, Craig-Hallum, Dechert, EY, FTI Consulting and MKR
Group for their professional contributions made to this award winning share plan.

Share plan programs are increasingly viewed as a strategic tool in preparing for and executing mergers, acquisitions, reorganization or divestitures. This award recognizes excellence in the use of share plans in support of
specific objectives furthering a corporate action. Measurements include fair or enhanced treatment for impacted
participants, effective communication of implications to share plan participants, and demonstrated commitment
to share plans after the conclusion of the corporate action. Qualified corporate actions include mergers,
acquisitions, restructuring, divestitures and similar actions.

The first recipient of the 2014 Best Use of an Employer
Share Plan in a Corporate Action Award is

Nokia
(Between 75,000 and 125,000 Employees)

In the spring of 2013, Nokia launched its Share in Success program which seeks to create a culture of share
ownership across the workforce, encouraging employees to share a common vision whilst inviting them into a
long-term partnership with Nokia. The objective of Share in Success was to create one single plan that is open
to all with consistency in plan design—hence employee experience—across all jurisdictions. The timing of the
launch was strategically chosen by the Nokia Leadership Team to coincide with the early signs that Nokia’s
‘turn around’ was beginning to take effect.
Share in Success is a truly international plan—employees in 27 countries across the globe, including China—
can benefit from the upside of being shareholders at what is a crucial time in the company’s turnaround. The
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plan gives the same opportunity to share in Nokia’s success to the factory worker in Chennai as to the Director
in Finland. The plan achieved an average take-up rate of 25% across an employee base of factory workers in
countries where share ownership is not yet so common. The fact that 94% of the employees who joined the plan
still are contributing, and that 98.5% of the participants still hold on to the 20 free shares that they were awarded
after three months, in spite of there being no plan requirement to hold these, shows that the plan is effective
in fostering share ownership among the Nokia employees.
With a long history of acquisitions and divestures, a combined 74 such transactions since March 1996, as well as
the upcoming sale of its mobile devices business, Nokia’s employees participating in the Share in Success plan
will have the opportunity to do just that.
The Judges noted that Nokia was a strong contender in this category. The simplicity of the Share in Success plan
and its link to the current environment and existing corporate challenges was clear and impactful. GEO is pleased
to recognize Nokia as a winner of the Best Use of an Employer Share Plan in a Corporate Action Award.
Nokia wishes to recognize Computershare for their professional contributions to this award winning share plan.

The second recipient of the 2014 Best Use of an
Employer Share Plan in a Corporate Action Award is

Merlin Entertainments plc
(Between 10,000 and 25,000 Employees)

A key aim throughout Merlin’s history has been to give managers and employees alike the knowledge and
benefit of their role in an interconnected, multi-national, multi-brand group with Merlin as the parent company.
Equity participation is an important part of this. As part of the journey from private equity owned to a listed
company, Merlin focused on the implementation of new employee share incentive arrangements, including
their new All Employee Sharesave Plan.
With the interest of every Merlin employee at the forefront, Merlin’s All Employee Sharesave Plan was designed
to operate in all of Merlin’s relevant jurisdictions around the world and was launched across 22 different countries.
Wherever possible, the company utilized tax qualified versions of the plan and in some jurisdictions where
adverse securities or other regulatory issues would have prevented the plan from being operated, a phantom
arrangement was established instead.
The Merlin team showed their commitment to an award-winning rollout of their new plan, providing Merlin
employees a selection of industry leading communications—webinars, posters, table talkers, interactive booklets
in 15 languages, personalized CEO letters and a personal CEO video translated into two additional languages.
Daily updates on enrollment rates helped direct the team to locations where further communication and
education were necessary.
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The Judges noted that this very strong submission highlighted the launch of a new share save program associated
with Merlin’s listing on the London Stock Exchange. The company painstakingly provided employees a full
range of creative and educational communication tools, including a very notable video from the company’s
CEO, which was impactful due to his personal humility and candor related to the excitement of the company’s
launch. Specific plan outcomes were clear and the program had an extremely well planned, implemented and
energized launch, which was very employee and ownership focused. GEO is pleased to recognize Merlin as a
winner of the Best Use of an Employer Share Plan in a Corporate Action Award.
Merlin wishes to recognize Ashurst LLP, Computershare, Deloitte and LMC Design for their professional
contributions to this award winning share plan.

Maoiliosa O’Culachain
Maoiliosa O’Culachain first attended a GEO Conference when GEO selected Dublin,
Ireland (his hometown) as the location for our 2003 Conference and he has been attending
ever since. Maoiliosa immediately saw the value in our global organization and began to
donate his time almost instantly. Maoiliosa organized the first GEO Dublin chapter
meetings, ran for the GEO Board (twice) and was elected both times, served as Elections
Committee Chair for several years, recruited new Board Members, spoke at and attended
all international conferences since 2003 and spoke at and organized various regional
Maoiliosa O’Culachain
conferences, including GEO events in China, India, Italy and the US. Maoiliosa also
served as our Business Development Director for one year. As a Board Member, Maoiliosa has been a passionate contributor and always eager to tell new members about GEO and the opportunities to fully participate
in the organization.
Maoiliosa most recently co-founded Fóla Private Partners to provide services to individuals wishing to obtain
residency rights in Ireland under the Irish Immigrant Investor Programme. He is also Executive Director of the
Irish ProShare Association (IPSA) and a Non-Executive Director of the eaga Trust. An experienced employee
share plan practitioner, he was co-founder of Global Shares plc, an independent employee share plan
administration services company in 2005. Previously the ESOP Manager in eircom plc from 1998 to 2004 (a
trust holding up to 35% of eircom on behalf of the beneficiaries), he left to set up his own business, Active
Capital Strategies. Maoiliosa started his career as a consultant with PwC (Coopers & Lybrand) in London for 7
years, where he consulted on employee share plans.
In appreciation for his years of service, his enthusiasm and passion, GEO is pleased to present Maoiliosa with
the 2014 Pioneer Award.
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Marleen Elias
Marleen Elias from ING Commercial Banking was
an invaluable asset in assisting the GEO team with
the organization of the 2013 European One Day
Event, which was held in the Netherlands last
November. As sponsor and host of this event, ING
appropriately appointed Marleen as the liaison
between ING and GEO to effectively plan and
execute this event. No detail was overlooked as she
secured meeting rooms, coordinated AV, reserved
parking, ordered Wi-Fi, printed badges, copied
booklets, arranged for art tours as well as gathered
and stored all of the sponsor collateral items for GEO
to consolidate. The list of Marleen’s contributions
could go on, but her vision of how the event would
flow in their hosted space was invaluable and saved
GEO a great deal of time. Her amazing energy,
even though she was very close to the delivery of a
new baby, was very much noted and appreciated
by the GEO team and we are very pleased to
recognize Marleen as a shining GEO Star.
Mike Evans
Mike Evans has been a devoted volunteer at GEO
events since 2006. He quickly became a valuable
asset to the core GEO volunteer “dream team” and
we are extremely grateful for his dedicated support
of GEO over the past years. Mike’s ability to take
the initiative and stay one step ahead of the pace
during the hectic days of the conference is an invaluable asset. No assignment is too menial; he
continually checks the daily schedule to ensure all
details—large and small—are covered and nothing
is left undone. He genuinely enjoys helping and
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interacting with the conference attendees and we
can always count on him to deliver a humorous
remark with perfect timing to liven up everyone’s
spirits. GEO is very fortunate to have Mike’s continued assistance and we look forward to welcoming
him as a volunteer for many years to come!
Jennifer George
Jennifer George became an active member of the
GEO Northern California regional leadership a
mere three years ago. In that short time, however,
she has made many significant contributions. As a
veteran GEO conference attendee, she brought with
her many ideas on how to increase engagement
and grow the regional membership. Those who
know Jennifer also know that she is not just strong
at generating ideas; Jennifer is action oriented and
great at implementing those ideas! By way of
example, partnering with others on the regional
planning committee, the Silicon Valley, San Francisco
and East Bay chapters, was Jennifer’s idea and
resulted in significant growth in the engagement and
participation at local events. GEO is very thankful for
Jennifer’s tireless and ongoing commitment to
growing that engagement!
Don-Tobias Jol
Don-Tobias Jol has been a mainstay of the GEO
Netherlands chapter since 2008. Assuming a leadership role in 2009, Don-Tobias is completing his
fifth year as a cornerstone of the award-winning
Netherlands chapter, which is consistently ranked
amongst GEO’s top chapters worldwide. In these
five years, Don-Tobias has delivered time and time

again, not only bringing with him the “always
willing and available to help” attitude characteristic
of all of our GEO stars but doing so with the uncanny
sense of humor and happiness that always seem to
accompany him. Don-Tobias recently distinguished
himself with his contributions to GEO’s 2013 European One Day Event. As a result of his prompting,
outreach and follow-up, GEO’s One Day Event
attendees were treated to one of the most interesting
and engaging keynote speakers we have had the
pleasure of working with. Don-Tobias even found
himself assisting with language translations of
Dutch-based information late into the night before
an event publication deadline—all of which were
carried out without a complaint. GEO thanks
Don-Tobias for his contribution to our organization
and we look forward to working with him for
many years to come.
Richard Morales
As head of the Silicon Valley chapter and as a
member of the Northern California Region Planning
Committee, Richard Morales contributes to GEO’s
growth in many ways. With regular attendance of
35-50 stock plan professionals at a typical Silicon
Valley chapter meeting, Richard successfully
ensures the quality and delivery of the chapter
programs meet the high standards of a GEObranded event. Under Richard’s leadership, this
year’s Northern California Annual Forum yielded
the highest participation in the event’s history with
an impressive 50% Issuer participation. GEO thanks
Richard for his commitment to the organization.

Carla Rupp
We’re all familiar with the terms ‘superwoman’,
‘high-flier’, ‘outlier’, etcetera—typically used to
describe a very successful person and someone
involved in many activities. These labels could not
be more accurate and very perfectly describe the
incredible Carla Rupp. Despite being otherwise fully
engaged as the project manager for a special project
at Halliburton the past two years, Carla is a very
active GEO member who regularly attends and
speaks at GEO conferences and assists in planning
parts of the issuer content for our programs. Most
recently, Carla willingly agreed to assist in planning
the Issuer Luncheon for our 15th Annual Conference—bringing new (and interesting) ideas to the
event and even offering to speak at it. Carla also
very recently offered to assume the role of Chapter
Lead in Houston to ensure that GEO has a presence
in her community. She intends to host her first
chapter meeting just following the Miami conference,
and we’re told she plans to bring some of the Miami
flare to the event. Though every volunteer plays a
vital role in supporting GEO, some volunteers go
above and beyond without hesitation. Carla Rupp
is one of those volunteers.
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New Chapter of the Year
Southern California
The recently formed GEO Southern California
chapter, under the leadership of Sheila Frierson
and Tara Tays, launched their inaugural meeting in
February of this year in the LA area with Tara leading
a discussion on “A Look at Trends in Executive
Compensation.” As with all new chapters, attendance
at the initial chapter event was low, but the chapter
leadership was not discouraged and instead planned
and executed a second meeting right away in March
which was hosted in the San Diego area and
resulted in increased traction and awareness. In an
effort to engage all major regions of Southern
California, they plan to host the next meeting in
Orange County to ensure they include all interested
participants. This chapter team recognized that
initiating chapter activity in the Southern California
area would be challenging, but they quickly pulled
together a plan to rotate cities and deliver impressive
content to continue to grow meeting attendance. As
the winner of the 2014 New Chapter of the Year,
we congratulate Sheila and Tara on their efforts
and look forward to increased activity in
Southern California.
Reemerging Chapter of the Year
Australia Region
After a few years without active chapter meetings,
Australia recently hosted two exceptional regional
events in both Melbourne and Sydney. In both
cities, local GEO supporters came together to plan
half-day events focused on interactive discussions
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around hot topics in the Australia Region. Attendance
exceeded GEO’s expectations and we were very
pleased to introduce many new colleagues to GEO
that have not previously heard of or been involved
in the organization. Planning is currently underway
to host several chapter and two regional events in
Australia and we look forward to watching this
area redevelop into a thriving GEO community.
We are very pleased to recognize the Australia
Region as the 2014 Reemerging Chapter of the Year.
Chapter Leadership Team of the Year
United Kingdom and Channel Islands
In addition to hosting their local chapter events, the
long-established United Kingdom and Channel
Islands leadership team established the GEO PanEuropean One Day Event in 2012. After a successful
and profitable 2012 event, they pulled together to
assist in organizing the second GEO Pan- European
One Day Event in 2013. For both years, the United
Kingdom and Channel Islands leadership team has
been instrumental in identifying host cities, pulling
together the agenda, finding keynote topics, selecting
presenters and securing sponsors to ensure the
event is well-attended and generates revenue for
GEO. They are keen to include representation from
all GEO European chapters which creates diverse
and interesting events. GEO is very pleased with the
time and effort put forth by the United Kingdom
and Channel Islands chapter and congratulates
them for a well-deserved 2014 Chapter Leadership
Team of the Year.

Chapter of the Year
New York City Chapter
GEO’s New York City chapter is a leader amongst
the GEO Chapters for its increased activity over the
last 12 months. During this time, the leadership
team has renewed their focus, implemented fresh
ideas for new topics in various locations around
the New York City area and has committed to
spreading the GEO brand throughout their region.
With this new approach, they have increased the
number of meetings held and observed increased
attendance to their meetings. This dynamic team
has successfully facilitated networking opportunities
that not only focus on including current GEO
members, but they are eagerly pursuing GEO
non-members to participate in meetings and subsequently, to become GEO members. The effort of
this chapter combined with their creative approach
has earned them the distinguished title of 2014
GEO Chapter of the Year!
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